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Abstract—This paper describes a novel, distributed sensor network with parallel processing capability based on the Instruction Systolic Array (ISA). A new computing paradigm is introduced where spatially distributed sensors are closely coupled to processing elements and the whole array forms a parallel computer. This may find applications in wearable devices for sensing the position and other metrics of a human body and rapidly processing that data. A new programming model to implement the distributed computer on fabrics is described. The fabric-based distributed computing concept has been validated using a number of parallel applications including a real-time shape sensing and reconstruction application. The exemplar wearable system based on the ISA concept has been realized using off-the-shelf microcontrollers and sensors. Results show that the application executes on the prototype ISA implementation in real time thus confirming the viability of the proposed architecture for fabric-resident computing devices.

Index Terms—Instruction Systolic Array, sensor system networks, distributed sensor networks, sensor array, system on fabrics, shape reconstruction, wearable sensing devices, wearable system, fabric-resident computing device.

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s technological era, wearable electronics have become increasingly important in our day to day lives [1]. At the same time there have been substantial increases in the capabilities of microprocessors in terms of their processing throughput and their significantly reduced real term cost [2]. Since the processing elements themselves are low cost, it opens up the possibility to include multiple processor elements into a single design. Furthermore, in the sensors field, it opens up the possibility for each sensor to have its own microprocessor, which is a known paradigm. However the present paper takes this a stage further and proposes that as well as individual sensors possessing their own processing element, they also have the capability to participate as an integral part of a parallel computer. This computer, as well as being distributed in terms of processing capability is also physically distributed as the sensors are required to be by the sensing task in hand. One example of such a task might be in an instrumented garment with multiple sensors measuring the position or other parameters of a human body.

Several authors have considered the general concept of decentralised processing in sensor systems [3]. An advantage of decentralisation is the increased robustness of the system in question. In some distributed networks, nodes can also be configured in a flexible way and added or removed as required [4]. Processing the data in a distributed manner shows potential for avoiding the fusion of a multitude of sensor data at once, and adding units would be cost-effective since it would mostly involve duplicating the basic design [5]. Inspired by perception in biological systems, distribution of a large number of simple sensing devices is gaining more support in detection applications [5]. A focus on fusion of sensor signals instead of strong analysis algorithms, and a scheme to distribute sensors, results in new issues. This is especially true in wearable computing, where sensor data continuously changes, and clothing provides an ideal supporting structure for simple sensors [6]. The present paper considers somewhat more powerful but still relatively simple sensors which have processing capability that allows them to communicate and participate actively in parallel tasks with other near-neighbors.

Electronic Textiles (e-textiles) are fabrics that feature electronics and interconnections woven into them, presenting physical flexibility and typical size that cannot be achieved with other existing electronic manufacturing techniques [7]. Components and interconnections are intrinsic to the fabric and thus are less visible and not susceptible of becoming tangled or snagged by surrounding objects. E-textiles can also more easily adapt to fast changes in the computational and sensing requirements of any specific application, this one representing a useful feature for power management and context awareness [7]. The vision behind wearable computing foresees future electronic systems to be an integral part of our everyday outfits. Such electronic devices have to meet special requirements concerning wearability. Wearable systems will be characterized by their ability to automatically recognize the activity and the behavioural status of their own user as well as of the situation around them, and to use this information to adjust the systems’ configuration and functionality [8].

Miniaturization of microelectronics through system architecture and progress in the research of new materials has enabled the integration of computing capabilities into clothing [9]. The vision behind wearable computing, including their sensor system, is to make electronic systems an integral part of everyday clothing in the future delivering services such as intelligent personal assistants and medical monitoring devices. Whilst multi-core processors are the norm in desktop, embedded and mobile computing, it is noted that substantial further research and development is required to deploy such multicore processors on wearable technology and enable new applications. This paper addresses this particular vacuum in the current state-of-the-art by introducing a new wearable comput-
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Fig. 1: Single compute unit where IN shows an interconnection such as bus

Fig. 2: Single compute unit with distributed processing elements and sensors

Fig. 3: Chosen architecture showing communication between processing elements

II. MULTI-SENSOR, MULTI-PROCESSOR WEARABLE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

There are a number of possible multiprocessor architectures that could be applied human body position sensing or a similar wearable sensing task. Consider a rectangular matrix of $N \times M$ sensors, each capable of capturing analogue data with an upper-frequency $f$ with a requirement to continuously process data, producing a result. The application is assumed to require processed data from all sensors in the sensor matrix.

Considering the architecture in Fig.1 it can be seen that a single control unit, C, needs to process samples at a rate of $2.N.M.f$ to satisfy the Nyquist criterion. The architecture relies on a single control unit, using a shared bus architecture which will result in further implementation overheads. This is nevertheless preferable as it reduces the number of physical interconnections that would be needed between the sensors and the central processor.

The architecture of Fig.2 introduces distributed processing with all such processing elements connected to the control unit and the sensors attached to the processing elements using dedicated local buses. Here the processing elements are required to process samples at $2f$ samples/second and after preprocessing data can be passed to the control unit. However, this offers limited advantage if the purpose is to process data which involves fusing information from adjacent sensors.

Finally, the architecture of Fig.3 is based on distributed processing elements with each such element physically connected to its neighbors and sensors, the latter via dedicated buses. The processing can be carried out locally at each processing element with the whole network of processing elements and sensors viewed as a distributed computer. This architecture is considered promising compared to other three architectures and is the subject of this paper. It is worth emphasizing that this is different to a conventional parallel architecture, which will be discussed later, because the processing elements are physically spaced out to coincide with their local sensors.

Indeed it is possible for the processing elements and sensors to be manufactured as one single integrated circuit (IC) with each such IC connected by bus wires. Bus wire connection would then be facilitated using conductive thread or printed conductive wires on the fabric.

Further benefits of the chosen architecture are the locality of data and sensors and its suitability for implementation using the Instruction Systolic Array principles discussed in the next section.

III. SYSTOLIC ARCHITECTURE

The systolic mode of parallel processing, originally introduced by Kung et al. in 1978 [10], rapidly gained research interest due to its ability to handle computationally demanding algorithms. This section briefly discusses some of the fundamental theory behind systolic arrays to set the present paper in context. The authors note that research into systolic arrays has been dormant for some years and at the time writing there was no known prior work using these arrays in physically distributed wearable systems. The Instruction Systolic Array (ISA) as an architectural concept was first introduced in [11].

The key properties of the ISA are local communication for data and control flow, modularity and scalability, local data handling and logical mapping.
In ISA, rather than data (which is more conventional), instruction opcodes and selector bits are pumped in a systolic fashion through the processor array. One instruction after the other is entered into the upper left processors and propagated in diagonal wavefronts through the array. While traveling through the array, each instruction is executed by each processor provided that execution is not inhibited. This masking mechanism is realized by selector bits that belong to each instruction and which flow in a horizontal fashion from left to right. An instruction opcode at a particular processing element is enabled by its selector bit which must be 1 otherwise, a no-operation instruction is executed.

Fig.4 shows how instructions together with selector bits are moved through a $4 \times 4$ array. The instruction stream and selector bits streams are combined (joined) as shown in Fig.4 allowing different algorithms to run on the same processor array. The fundamental model of a parallel computer can be seen as a mesh array of identical processors. The processors are capable of executing instructions from a small instruction set. Instructions, as well as selector bits, are used for controlling processing elements.

Continuous flow of instructions top-to-bottom (north to south) and selectors from left-to-right (west to east) are shown in Fig.4. Shaded boxes indicate the merging of instructions and selectors in the particular processing element and hence execution.

IV. NOVEL CONCEPT FOR ON-FABRIC PARALLEL PROCESSING

Here a modified architecture is presented which integrates sensors into the parallel computer. The processing elements are arranged in a systolic manner as shown in Fig.5. Each processing element is connected to its neighbouring processing elements and also closely coupled to the sensors. Due to a large number of physical interconnections that are necessary to wire a suitable-sized sensor array, a compromise has to be taken by selecting the Inter-Integrated Circuit bus (I2C) standard and sharing it for both the ISA inter-element connections and sensors. Each processing element has four I2C buses, one per direction. The north and west ports act as slaves and the east and south ports are the masters. The northern boundary of the array is connected to the instruction stream flow controller (the external host) which stores the array of instructions that need to be passed to the processing elements. The western boundary of the array is connected to selector bit flow controller (also the external host) which stores the array of selector bits that need to be passed to the processing elements. The sensors are closely coupled to the processing elements as shown in Fig.6 and the combined host-resident instruction stream and selector bits constitute the target application to execute on the array.

V. THE IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM

The ISA was implemented using 32-bit ARM microcontrollers of type Cortex-M0+ LPC824. A primary consideration of the selection was the availability of four I2C bus interfaces. A total of 16 processing elements configured as a $4 \times 4$ array was used, along with selector bit and instruction controllers which were of the same microcontroller type. Each of the microcontrollers in the prototype array was powered and programmed with common firmware by an individual USB lead running to one of a pair of USB hubs. The selector and instruction controllers were programmed to feed the inputs of the array. A flowchart of the ISA operation is given in Fig.7. The instruction and selector bits are passed to the processing
Fig. 7: Working of the ISA program

Fig. 8: ISA program for merge algorithm

VI. MERGE ALGORITHM VALIDATION

The merge algorithm was first proposed by Kunde et al. [13] as a simple sorting algorithm suitable for parallel computing. It was initially developed for use on parallel processors with local interconnections. It starts by comparing all indexed pairs of neighboring elements in the array. If any pair is in the wrong order, i.e., the first is larger than the second, the elements of the pair get switched. The above step is repeated continuously until all of the elements in the array are sorted. In case of parallel processors, this process takes place simultaneously in all the processing elements depending on instruction on the particular processing element [14].

A. Algorithm

An ISA implementation of the parallel merge algorithm is illustrated below:

Step 1: Sort all columns of the $4 \times 4$ array by odd-even-transposition sort.

Step 2: Sort all rows of the $4 \times 4$ array by odd-even-transposition sort.

Odd-Even transposition sort means comparing all odd/even indexed pairs of adjacent elements in the array and if a pair is in the wrong order (the first is larger than the second) the elements are switched to achieve left to right ascending ordering. The ISA program for the merge algorithm is presented in Fig.8. The figure shows the set of instructions and selector bits that will flow through the array. In Fig.8, the instruction and the selector bit parts of the program are represented in a diamond shape made up of their respective instruction and selector bits diagonals. Diagonals 1 to 6 correspond to step 1 and diagonals 7 to 12 to step 2 of the merge algorithm.

B. Result from the processor array

The program was run on the implemented parallel array and produced the performance figures given in Fig.9. The measurements indicate the time difference between the instruction being received and the selector bit being sent between the processing elements. The serial interface to individual controllers was used to interrogate the result. The processing element P(2,1) experiences more no operation instructions (NOPs) than P(3,3) thus P(2,1) takes 29.95 ms and P(3,3) takes 32.45 ms to execute all of the instructions. Results demonstrate that the application executes in 32.45 ms on the discrete prototype ISA implementation. Thus, the merge algorithm has been successfully implemented and validated on the prototype ISA using off-the-shelf microcontrollers.

VII. MATRIX MULTIPLICATION VALIDATION

In linear algebra, matrix multiplication plays a key role because the product of the cells are calculated in various stages of many technical problems. Matrix multiplication is well suited to a parallel implementation including ISAs due to their capability for nearest-neighbor communications.

A. Algorithm

The standard algorithm for matrix multiplication is as follows [15],
Step1: Each processing element accumulates one element of the product.

Step 2: This product is summed with the next element of the product and accumulated in the processing element.

Step 3: After all the row and column instructions and selector bits are executed a $4 \times 4$ matrix is obtained as the result of matrix A and matrix B.

The program shown in Fig.10. is for multiplication of two $4 \times 4$ matrices. The first column of matrix A is input at the west of the array, the first row of matrix B is input at the north. In this experiment the input matrices (data) are loaded into the processing elements through both instruction and selector bit array to reduce the number of execution cycles.

B. Result from the processor array

Fig.11 shows performance data for matrix-multiplication presented in the same format as for the merge algorithm. In this code the processing elements P(2,1) and P(3,3) have the same number of NOPs and thus they complete the execution of all the instruction at the same time. Results demonstrate that the application executes in 30.95 ms on the prototype ISA implementation.

With the successful execution of two benchmark algorithms, the next section introduces a second, 2D mesh architecture prototype based on the ISA paradigm for distributed computing on fabrics. A real-time shape sensing and reconstruction application is introduced and demonstrated on the second ISA design which is suitable for a wearable system.

VIII. SHAPE RECONSTRUCTION APPLICATION

Wearable self-sensing devices that can measure local deformation are gaining in popularity [16]. Only a small number of studies to date have reported 3D shape reconstruction from a worn sensing device [17], [18]. A potential application for deformation sensing and subsequent shape reconstruction is human posture sensing [19]. Other applications include 3D modelling of an object and wearable motion capture [18]. Real time measurements of the object provide continuous deformations of its shape; therefore, shape sensing applications typically use real time data to reconstruct the shape of an object [19].

One possible sensor that can be applied to such situations is a combined acceleration/magnetic sensor. These provide only two vector observations, which is the minimum for full orientation determination, however no minimization problem can be defined with one sensor. Hermanis et al. [20] have proposed the triad based computation for a fast, singularity-free and a computationally simple algorithm. They constructed two triads of orthonormal unit vectors, one formed from the general reference frame, the other from the sensor reference frame. The triads of the earth reference frame and the sensor reference frame are constructed from the earth gravity field vector $E_g$, magnetic field vector $E_m$, sensor measurement of gravity field vector $S_g$ and sensor measurement of magnetic field vector $S_m$. More details of the equations and mathematical approach below can be found in [20]:

$$e_1 = E_g$$

$$e_2 = \frac{E_g \times E_m}{|E_g \times E_m|}$$

$$e_3 = e_1 \times e_2$$

$$s_1 = S_g$$

$$s_2 = \frac{S_g \times S_m}{|S_g \times S_m|}$$
These triads are then used to form a matrix for global Earth reference, represented as $M_e$:

$$M_e = \begin{bmatrix} e_1 & e_2 & e_3 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

and matrix for sensor measurements represented as $M_s$:

$$M_s = \begin{bmatrix} s_1 & s_2 & s_3 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The rotation matrix $R$ describes sensor orientation relative to the global reference frame and is calculated using the formula:

$$R = M_e M_s^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The rotational matrix is used to calculate the surface segment orientation relative to the initial position that corresponds to sensor orientation relative to earth reference frame. Acceleration and magnetic sensor nodes are arranged in a regular grid along the surface. The model of the surface is divided into $n$ rigid segments. Each segment is described by four direction vectors.

$$\vec{N}_b = \begin{bmatrix} 0; 0; L_1 \end{bmatrix}  \hspace{1cm} \vec{E}_b = \begin{bmatrix} L_2; 0; 0 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\vec{S}_b = \begin{bmatrix} 0; 0; -L_1 \end{bmatrix} = -\vec{N}_b \hspace{1cm} \vec{W}_b = \begin{bmatrix} -L_2; 0; 0 \end{bmatrix} = -\vec{E}_b$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

From the segment structure of Fig.12 it can be deduced, that if a single control point location is known, then any other control point on the same segment row or column can be calculated by adding and subtracting the corresponding segment direction vectors from the following expressions,

$$C[i; j_{\text{ref}}] = C[i_{\text{ref}}; j_{\text{ref}}]$$

$$+ \sum_{k=i}^{i_{\text{ref}}-1} \left( -\vec{N}[k, j_{\text{ref}}] + \vec{S}[k + 1, j_{\text{ref}}] \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

if $(i < i_{\text{ref}})$

Similarly, control points on the reference row $(i = i_{\text{ref}})$ can be calculated as:

$$C[i_{\text{ref}}; j] = C[i_{\text{ref}}; j_{\text{ref}}]$$

$$+ \sum_{k=j_{\text{ref}}}^{j-1} \left( \vec{E}[i_{\text{ref}}, k] - \vec{W}[i_{\text{ref}}, k + 1] \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

if $(j > j_{\text{ref}})$

A. Sensor-equipped ISA implementation

To implement the surface reconstruction the $4 \times 4$ array mentioned earlier was equipped with a sensor network consisting of 16 sensors (type LSM303DLHC acceleration/magnetic) stitched into a $35 \times 35$ cm fabric swatch as shown in Fig.13. An ISA implementation of the algorithm described in the previous section was used to measure performance. Each microcontroller, acting as a processing element, was assigned a unique ID to identify its position in the grid and calculated its allocated control points. Since the sensors are local to the processing element its values are immediately accessible. The orientation data is then averaged and stored for calculation of directional vectors. These directional vectors are shared between neighboring microcontrollers for the calculation of control points. Once these control points are calculated for each sensor, they are sent to the host computer via a serial port for 3D visualisation of the sensed object. The process of ISA computing the control points and the host drawing the visualisation continues indefinitely. The umbilical shown in Fig.13 is for practical reasons. In a fully realised design the processing elements will be directly connected to the sensor array.

The instruction and selector bit of the ISA firmware (Fig.14) can be seen as diamond shaped consisting of instructions and selector bits respectively. This diagonal of instruction and their corresponding selector bit is used for implementing the shape reconstruction application. A set of NOPs is flushed through the array before and after the instruction and selector bit diagonal.
B. Experimental Results

To evaluate the accuracy of proposed shape sensing method, a number of experiments were conducted by wrapping the fabric onto different objects. The first experiment involved wrapping the fabric around a cylindrical object with a diameter 15cm and height 35cm, which was resting on one of its end faces on a horizontal table and then reconstructing its shape. The fabric swatch wrapped around the object is shown in Fig.15(a). The reconstructed image of the cylindrical object is shown in Fig.15(b). The X, Y and Z axis represents the calculated distance between the sensors in cm.

The second experiment involved placing the fabric on a ball with a diameter 65cm and then reconstructing the shape. The fabric swatch placed on the object is shown in Fig.16(a) and the reconstructed shape of is shown in Fig.16(b).

The reconstructed shape represents minor deviation from the sensor location mainly on the boundary sensors. For reference, though this is not dependent on the ISA architecture, the accuracy was found to be within 0.4 cm of the expected position. There are numerous error sources which originate from sensor noise and sensor mechanical mounting errors. The sensor noise introduces errors to the measurement of Earth gravity and magnetic field vector component. Sensor mechanical mounting errors include orientation errors, which introduce misalignment of sensor reference frame and placement errors, which introduces differences in inter-sensor distances leading to orientation error.

Fig.17 shows the execution performance of the program in the same format to the benchmarks. A few instructions take longer to execute because of their implementation complexity. For example the seventh instruction on P(2,1) and the tenth instruction on P(3,3) which is a sensor read and takes a few milliseconds to carry out, average and store in the register for further computation. In the current implementation, shared buses are being used which act as a bottle neck.

Therefore delays occur through the communication. In a custom design, sensors could be more closely coupled to the processing element and the implementation can be carried out concurrently with the ISA processing function.

The wearable shape reconstruction application has been successfully implemented on the second ISA prototype system.
and executes in 39.55 ms on thus confirming the viability of our approach for fabric-resident computing devices.

IX. Conclusion

The paper has discussed the rationale, design, implementation and benchmarking of a new concept for on-fabric sensor networks, prototyped with off-the-shelf microcontrollers. A physical prototype device has been demonstrated containing 16 processing nodes. The concept has been validated using several programming examples. The parallel architecture has been demonstrated on a fabric using a real time application.

It is envisaged that such a system would be implemented using VLSI technology and custom ASICs which would substantially improve the performance. The future work can address the scalability of the architecture in line with the vision to extend to large arrays and new applications. Several wearable applications in the field of medicine, military and sports can also be explored using the concepts and methodologies developed during this research. There can also be focus on extending the supported instructions, optimizing the communication medium and allowing for more concurrency, at node level, between computation and communication.
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